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1   

"Use strong passwords that combine upper- and lowercase letters, numbers, and symbols.
Weak passwords don't mix these elements. Strong password: Y6dh!et5. Weak password:
House27."

Excerpt from MS Office Outlook user manual

This article was originally meant to tell you about a funny passwords collisions in Outlook's
PST files. Later on, it was expanded to demonstrate that despite the drawbacks, Outlook's
advantages far exceed its closest competitors, as well as to explain the techniques used for
storing personal data. Besides, it is very convenient to follow the development of the
cryptography using Outlook as an example. It can be generally projected to the development
of the entire line of Windows operating system as a whole.

2 PST    

             Office Outlook .PST                     
                                .PST          
                        

    PST                              15      
  1                PST                         
     
 

 1. Outlook PST      

PST                                               .PST
            "             "  1   Windows         

                        -        CRC32       CRC32      
                                          SHA-1      
         Outlook                                      
              Outlook 2003        Outlook 2003 .PST   64          
        

     hash        32         CRC32     :

DWORD CPstReader::Crc32( LPBYTE pPassword )
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{
    assert( pPassword );

    //set initial crc to zero
    DWORD crc=0;

    //till the end of string
    while ( *pPassword )
        crc = (crc>>8)  ̂pCRCTable[(BYTE)crc  ̂(*pPassword++)];

    return crc;
}

               pPassword                CRC32     
         32                                 1
   2              1 orxgnm  mozart 2920347097         
                      

                                            
        Outlook                                
                    "   "  Y6dh et5 -     5      
JlSfw 

                 .PST               "   "        
                                            
                        1Rj78C, 5J8j84, ArTniW.

Crc32("1Rj78C")=0, Crc32("5J8j84")=0, Crc32("ArTniW")=0               
    .PST                                     
             -       

               Outlook                 CRC32     
             4                               
               CRC32       Outlook               
      7                          

3 PST  

       PST      2           Outlook              
                         PST                 
                     

       .PST    Outlook     3          :
1.    
2.       
3.    
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PST  

 2.     PST   

     PST                                             
                  

                                                 :

BOOL CPstReader::Decrypt1( LPBYTE buf, int iSize )
{
    assert( buf );

    BYTE y=0;
    int x=0;

    //Check input buffer
    if ( buf==NULL )
        return FALSE;

    //Check encryption type
    if ( m_pst.encryption!=PST_ENCRYPT_COMPESSIBLE )
        return FALSE;

    //actual decryption
    while ( iSize-- )
    {
        y=buf[x];
        buf[x++]=m_pTable[y];
    }

    return TRUE;
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}

    m_pTable                                    
                           

                                            
                 PST               

BOOL CPstReader::Decrypt2( LPBYTE buf, int iSize, DWORD id )
{
    assert( buf );

    int x=0;
    BYTE y=0;
    WORD wSalt;

    //Check input buffer
    if ( buf==NULL )
        return FALSE;

    //Check encryption type
    if ( m_pst.encryption!=PST_ENCRYPT_STRONG )
        return FALSE;

    //prepare encryption key from block ID
    wSalt=HIWORD(id)  ̂LOWORD(id);

    //actual decryption
    while ( iSize-- )
    {
        y=buf[x];

        y+=LOBYTE(wSalt);
        y=m_pTable2[y];

        y+=HIBYTE(wSalt);
        y=m_pTable2[y+0x100];

        y-=HIBYTE(wSalt);
        y=m_pTable2[y+0x200];

        buf[x++]= y - LOBYTE(wSalt++);
    }

    return TRUE;
}

                                           
                                        16   
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4              

                           MS Outlook           
                                         PST  
           Outlook                        

                                    Eudora 
TheBat  Netscape         BASE64                 
IncrediMail      XOR                           Opera 
                               

               Thunderbird Opera M2 Outlook Express        
                                MD5+RC4 SHA+3DES 
           Opera M2 Outlook Express                   
                        

  Outlook            Outlook Express                   
    Outlook                             
·     

·     

·    

·       

         

4.1     

Prehistoric Age - this is the period of the first steps. They say the first versions of the program
were capable of encrypting passwords stored in the registry with the BASE64 algorithm. That
already was an achievement by that time's standards. To recover such passwords, one
needed a calculator and a couple of convolutions in the brain.

4.2     

Stone Age - Outlook 9x - the time of first experiments. A new encryption algorithm that uses
the encryption key and unique record identifier appears at this time. It's the age's know-how.
Data encrypted with this algorithm could not be recovered without the key and record
identifier. Many of today's e-mail clients cannot brag about having such algorithm in their
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arsenal even today. However, the general idea of that type of encryption was darkened by one
crucial weakness - the encryption key and record identifier were stored in the registry, along
with the encrypted data.

4.3    

Middle Ages - Outlook 2000 - the first standards. E-mail account passwords were now kept in
Windows' Protected Storage (one of the upcoming articles will cover the Protected Storage in
greater detail). Here is the password decryption algorithm in Protected Storage:
1. Key1 is created for decrypting master key, using SHA(Salt) + SHA(SID) + SHA(Salt). Salt

is a global constant. SID is user identifier.
2. Key2 is created for decrypting master key, using SHA(MKSalt) + SHA(key1). MKSalt is

binary data unique for each master key stored with it. Key1 is the 20 bytes of data received
on the previous step.

3. Master key is decrypted with the DES algorithm and Key2.
4. The recovered master key participates in the decryption of the data encryption key. The

data encryption key is stored with data itself and is different for each data record. It
consists of 16 bytes, the first half of which is used for the decryption, and the second half
is used for the validity check.

5. Now, using this decrypted data key one can decrypt the data record itself (passwords,
credentials and other sensitive information).

What a great and stylish idea! This algorithm's major features:
· Single master key for all records. Therefore, it's enough to decrypt it once (steps 1-3). This

speeds up the decryption process without bringing down the security level in whole.
· User SID participates in the decryption of the master key; therefore, each user will have a

unique master key. Thus, it becomes clear that it is impossible to decrypt the data unless
one knows the SID (which is unique for each user). This, however, is somewhat darkened
by SID being stored in the registry along with the master key.

· This algorithm, although it was created over 10 years ago, is firm against the so popular
these days attacks using rainbow tables.

The suggested encryption routine, which, by the way, was being used already when Internet
Explorer 4 was released, was a great breakthrough in data encryption. All modern browsers
(Opera, Mozilla, Firefox, and Internet Explorer, up through version 6) use similar password
encryption schemes. Take a note that the best Outlook's strongest competitors' creative
imagination has stopped here, in the Middle Ages of encryption technology.

4.4       

      --Outlook 2003                              
                                       --    
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                            3 :
1.       
2.    SID
3.      

 3. Outlook 2003          

       DPAPI      :
·                                        

·        512                      

·             SHA-HMAC                   4000  

·                                            

·                      

·               

                                            
                                            
          

5   

                                            
                          Outlook 2003            

             Outlook 2007                       
Windows      PST                  Outlook 9x        
                         Outlook 2003             
                                      Outlook 2003
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